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Wireless Earphones TWS QCY T13 ANC (white)
Lose  yourself  in  your  favourite  tunes  and  forget  about  annoying  noise.  The  QCY  T13  ANC  headphones  support  noise  cancellation
technology (up to 28 dB) and are equipped with 10-millimetre drivers so you can enjoy great sound quality. They are also distinguished
by their  long  operating  time.  As  many as  4  built-in  microphones  allow you to  make phone calls  freely,  and  a  dedicated  app provides
convenient access to interesting functions and settings. The headphones are also very lightweight and comfortable.
 
Say goodbye to annoying noise
Tired of omnipresent noise? The T13 ANC headphones will let you solve this problem! With up to 28 dB noise cancellation, you can cut off
annoying sounds and enjoy peace and quiet. Prefer not to lose touch with your surroundings? Choose Transparency mode and be sure
you won't miss a thing. Now you can talk to your friends without interruption while listening to your favourite songs! And you don't have
to worry about missing an important piece of information at work or an announcement at the train station.
 
More possibilities with the app
Install  the  dedicated  QCY  app  and  gain  more  options.  With  it,  you  can,  for  example,  customise  the  operation  of  noise  reduction  or
Transparency mode to suit your needs, and EQ settings are also available. You can also adjust the balance of the sound channels. The
app also allows you to use a pop-up window to easily pair the headphones with your device (only available on Android smartphones).
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Discover a world of great sound
If  you  value  high  quality  sound,  the  T13  ANC headphones  will  certainly  not  disappoint  you.  Featuring  10mm drivers  with  high-quality
diaphragms, they can deliver powerful,  deep bass, and are fantastic at emphasising the sound of vocals. They also allow you to enjoy
crisp highs and mids. It all adds up to an unforgettable musical experience!
 
Perfect for conversations
The bus, the mall, the supermarket - with the T13 ANC you can comfortably talk on the phone wherever you are. The headphones are
equipped  with  4  microphones  and  support  the  ENC  noise  cancellation  algorithm,  so  they  can  record  your  voice  while  suppressing
unnecessary background noise. You no longer have to worry about your caller not hearing you! The T13 ANC are also great for outdoor
use - even on a windy day. They effectively reduce wind noise, ensuring clear sound during conversations.
 
Maximum comfort
Now  your  favourite  music  can  accompany  you  even  throughout  the  day  -  no  fear  of  fatigue  or  discomfort.  The  T13  ANC  have  been
perfected down to the smallest detail - they have a lightweight, ergonomic design, fit perfectly in your ears and are very comfortable.
You will also find 4 pairs of interchangeable eartips in different sizes - XS, S, M and L. Choose the right ones for you and enjoy the perfect
fit of the headphones!
 
Bluetooth 5.3 - fast and stable connection
Even  faster  transmission,  more  reliable  connection  and  lower  power  consumption  -  all  made  possible  by  the  flagship  Bluetooth  5.3
technology. Forget about signal quality problems! The T13 ANC headphones also offer a special Low Latency mode with a latency of only
around 68 ms. This makes them great for gaming too! Enjoy perfect video and audio synchronisation, don't let your opponent surprise
you and get the upper hand!
 
Listen to music without limits
Use the headphones freely at home, at work or while travelling - no need to worry about them draining too quickly! The T13 ANC can last
for around 5.5 hours with ANC noise cancellation on, or up to 7 hours if you don't use it. What's more, the included charging case allows
you to extend this time to 24.75 hours or up to 30 hours respectively!
 
Convenient touch control
Want  to  pause  your  music  or  skip  a  song?  Forget  about  taking  your  smartphone  out  of  your  handbag  or  pocket!  The  QCY  T13  ANC
headphones have convenient built-in touch panels with which you can, for example, pause / resume playback, answer the phone, hang
up, reject an incoming call, activate the voice assistant or select the operating mode. Now you have all the most important functions at
your fingertips!
 
In the box
Headphones
Charging case
Replacement eartips (4 pairs, sizes XS, S, M and L, one pair is already on the headphones)
Charging cable
User manual
	Brand
	QCY
	Model
	T13 ANC
	Colour
	White
	Pairing name
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	QCY-T13 ANC
	Bluetooth version
	5.3
	Range
	Up to 10 m
	Bluetooth profiles
	HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
	Driver
	10 mm
	Maximum operating time
	Approx. 4.5 h during calls / approx. 7 h during music playback (ANC noise reduction off)
	Battery capacity case
	380 mAh
	Charging port
	USB-C
	Water resistance
	IPX5
	Supported operating systems
	iOS / Android

Preço:

€ 35.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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